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About This Game

 Exciting indie game based on the legendary film "Island of the Damned".

John Brown is a former detective, best in his staff. Has served more than 30 years and there is not a single case that he has not
guessed! Retired already a year. The other day he received a letter asking him to come to the hospital for mental patients. John
has yet to reveal another difficult matter. The detective will have to face a number of mysteries that the psychiatric hospital has

prepared for him.
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"Curse in our heads" is a 2D quest game in a beautiful, modern pixel art aesthetic. Play the role of detective in secret hospital.
Explore the hospital, communicate with health professionals to learn secrets and solve riddles. Look for the keys to the rooms,

guess the code and then you will come to success.

 Help John learn all the secrets of a psychiatric hospital on a remote island!
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Genre: Indie
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Release Date: 9 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 7 32-bit

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Russian
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i LOVED this game back in the days - couldnt make it to the end because of the well known bug in the queens hive. Watched
the ending in 2016 and its glorious.

Thank you for this game, its one of my nicest childhood memories.. Not really my thing, but it was cheap in a Humble Bundle
with other games I wanted so no true loss. If you like puzzles you may like this one.. I’ve been playing Brick Rigs for almost two
years, and have clocked nearly 400 hours of playing time. Even with the lack of updates, this game never ceases to entertain.
What’s kept me playing throughout the years is the wide range of possible builds. You can build just about anything, from tanks
to trains to hovering bananas that fire torpedoes. Multiplayer works very well with low ping, but at high ping it is far less
enjoyable.. Pretty dope game, kind of repetitive gameplay though I felt bored after the 2nd level. Maybe implement some
bosses at the end of each level? Standing in the same spot throughout the game kind of sucked cause I have a big play space and
love to utilize it and I just wasn't really feeling this game standing in the same spot. (Maybe put some barriers, etc in the game?)

I definitely love the concept but I still think it needs more work. I'll be keeping the game in hopes that the dev's keep updating it
:). This game is quite boring and feels dated, but without the magic of the classics. There is a rumor that one or more of the
creators is suffering from what I have heard called "reverse telescoping microbenis syndrome" and it really shows in the
gameplay.. A well written and engaging visual novel with a fictionalised historical backdrop.

I originally played the demo of this game (basically the first chapter with far less polish) a few years back, looking for otome
games that went deeper than just pursuing your crush of choice and then living happily ever after.
And all I can say is that this game delivered that, and delivered it in such a way that I've been loyally following the development
ever since.

As stated before, this is a more polished release than the one I played before, and I think it is worth the money asked. Act I is a
bit on the short side, with the promise by Studio Elfriede that future chapters will be longer.
I must admit to missing the old CG art, but the new art is still serviceable. The backgrounds are simple and drab, which works
well with the bleakness of the war.

The writing is where this game shines. Varied characters with different reasons for signing up for the war (or not doing so, as
the case may be), not all of them necessarily likeable. I notably like Elfriede, our protagonist, a lot. She actually has a better idea
about how the whole thing will turn out than most of the people in her home town, but assumes that she must be overthinking
things when almost everyone else is so excited for the war. She has her funny quips (mostly in her internal monologues) early
on, but doesn't force them into the later, more sombre scenes, where they would feel out of place. I do hope that her sense of
humour comes back in future acts, though, to alleviate some of the heavy mood once she gets more used to the general
atmosphere in the trenches.

I wholeheartedly recommend this game (though if you hate episodic releases, you should probably hold out until it is finished),
as long as you can handle a story where your favourite love interest might not make it to the end.. The game isn't playable in
Windows 10 as noted in the notice.
The real problem is, it seems like the developers won't ever provide a future patch or support to make the game run on Win 10.
Bought the game before the problem occured with the Windows patch, played it for like 10 minutes, and now the game is
forever unplayable. Absolutely ridiculous.. this game giving me headache ahahha. If you played Pixel Dungeon, you'll probably
like this one too.. this game is great, the content is very good and I very like its twist plot and some sexual scenes hehe:D
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It's a decent game, So far I've only put a few hours into it and I've loved what I've seen. There's plenty to do especially if you're
into crafting and killing stuff. Just.. Avoid the centipedes till you get going. They hurt. Sidenote the dev actually pays attention
to feedback.. its an intresting experience. For an Alpha it's ... not the best...

I wouldn't give up hope on this yet. It's just too soon .. clunky GUI, no multiplayer, Aiming is off, fulscreen is only working for
certain resolutions - no support for mine yet (1280x1024) and works wirdly on my tri monitor set up. Also crash's randomly.

Currently wouldn't recomend, but one I will come back too in a few months and hopefully see improvement in perfomance and
desighn / polish.. One of the best, if not the best set of tracks I have personally played on Redout. The amount of creativity put
into this DLC pack really shows with each and every track. From speedy loops and curves with no barriers, chained boost pad
segments, and tubes that require you to race on the outside as opposed to the inside.

Mars is a much less technical map as opposed to some of the previous maps, but in no way does that make it feel any worse. It is
by far the most fun i've had in this game. Its sleek, fast, and everything seems to fit together so well.

The map set has been given two new songs to add to the soundtrack, both amazing songs in their own regard. (Thats probably to
be expected at this point, the composers of this soundtrack have always released amazing music)

I would definitely recommend this DLC over the others if you had to only buy one of them. Its simple enough for new players
of the game, while still testing the skills of the more experienced ones. A quite weird game but i enjoyed it. The greatest racing
simulation ever!! ISI is pure genius.. really good game to be honest you go around america buy items to sell in your shop or in an
auction. I've played this game quite a lot online, and Rogue Fable II a ton as well. The emergent systems that coalesce into a
single play-through are top notch. I realize this may not be the most original take on the genre, but the speed and tempo are
better than average. What Justin has done is distill the elements of a great rogue-like into a fast paced and continually surprising
formula that I would recommend to hardcore fans and new comers alike. Excellent work mate.. Little bit more difficult, but
much better than 2.
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